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Abstracr 
Hemaspaandra, E. and L.A. Hemaspaandra, Quasi-injective reductions, Theoretical Computer 
Science 123 (1994) 4077413. 
A reduction is said to be quasi-injective if no element of the range is mapped to by infinitely many 
elements. Via two natural families of quasi-injective reductions, we study the connection between 
degree of injectivity and strength creduction. In particular, we completely determine the relative 
strengths of polynomial-time f(n)-to-l reductions, and of polynomial-time k-to-k’ reductions. 
1. Introduction 
A many-one reduction may, in general, map infinitely many domain elements to the 
same range element. A one-to-one reduction (often referred to as an injectioe reduc- 
tion) maps at most one domain element to a given element of the codomain. In some 
settings, these different degrees of injectivity coincide; a famous example is provided 
by the Myhill Isomorphism Theorem (see, e.g., [lo]), which implies that all sets 
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<,-complete for the r.e. sets are indeed <l_to_l -complete for the r.e. sets. In some 
other settings, it is not known whether differing degrees of injectivity coincide; the 
question of whether <$-completeness and <P+_i -completeness coincide for NP 
remains a central unresolved problem, and is a weaker version of the Berman- 
Hartmanis Isomorphism Conjecture ([4], see also the survey [12]). In this paper, 
we study the extent to which lack of injectivity gives power to polynomial-time 
reductions. 
We focus on what we will call quasi-injective reductionssreductions that map at 
most a finite number of domain elements to a given element in their range. Watanabe 
[l l] (see also [3,1]) has studied the special case of constant-to-one reductions and 
has, with certain technical conditions added, linked the existence of “one-way” 
(non-invertible) constant-to-one functions to the existence-of (the standard notion of) 
“one-way functions” [7]. In this paEr, we study f(n)-to-l reductions’ and k-to-k’ 
reductions. We observe that anf(n)-to-l reduction is more powerful than a ,g(n)z-1 
reduction exactly whenf(n) is greater than y(n) infinitely often. However, this result is 
definition-sensitive; it fails for f(n)-to-l reductions. For the case of k-to-k’ reduc- 
tions-reductions for which no k’ elements of the range are mapped to by more than 
k domain elements ~ we completely characterize when a c-to-d reduction is more 
powerful than an a-to-b reduction, namely when 
2. Preliminaries 
C will represent any fixed finite alphabet of cardinality at least two. Our reductions 
will in general be from C* to C*. However, at times we will use JV instead of C*, 
implicitly taking advantage of the standard nice correspondence between these two 
sets. Let 1x1 denote the length of string x, and let /I S I/ denote the cardinality of set S. 
We will use the quantification symbol (3,x) to indicate “there exist infinitely many 
distinct x”. 
Let FP denote the class of total functions computable in polynomial time. We will 
usually assume that such functions map from C* to C* (equivalently JV+JV ). How- 
ever, in certain cases we will allow more flexible codomains (such as C*u {YES, NO)). 
Recall the standard definition of many-one reductions: A <I B if there is a function 
/~EFP such that (VXGC*) [XEA o hub] [S]. We will call a finite-to-one reduction 
quasi-injective. 
Definition 2.1. A function &FP is quasi-injective if (v’y~~*)[{x~~* 1 h(x)=Y} is 
a finite set]. 
’ The hat indicates reductions that can simply state acceptance or rejection ([Z], see also [S]). This paper 
will also discuss the structure of reductions that lack this ability. 
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Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 present the families of quasi-injective reductions that we will 
study. 
Definition 2.2. We write A dTc,,,+,_r B if A <zB via a reduction kEFP satisfying 
(vly~~*)Cll {x~c* Ik(x)=y) II ~f(I~01. 
Definition 2.3. We write A &_k, B if A <iB via a reduction kEFP satisfying 
(VScC*)[ lISI/ <k’ 2 II {xEC* I k(x)d} 1) <k-j. 
In Definition 2.2, the special casef(n) = 1 ( <~.,,.1 reducibility) has been extensively 
studied, and is related to issues of isomorphism, one-way functions, and cryptography 
[4,7,9,12-J. In Definition 2.2, the special case f(n) = n”“’ (polynomial-time poly- 
nomial-to-one reducibility) has been studied by Allender and Rubinstein, who related 
this notion to the P = FewP question Cl]. 
Unfortunately, the standard definition of many-one reductions gives problems in 
certain settings. For example, C* 6: 8, though both sets are computationally trivial. 
More generally, a many-one reduction from A to B may “know” whether its input is 
a member of A, but may not be able to find an appropriate string (in B or B) to map to. 
Ambos-Spies proposed dealing with this by allowing a many-one reduction from A to 
B to either reduce a given input to an appropriate output, or to proclaim directly 
whether its input is in A [2,5]. This is reflected in the definition below. 
Definition 2.4. (1) (Ambos-Spies [2]) We write A ,<$,B if there is a reduction 
k:C*+C*u{YES, NO}, kEFP, satisfying (VxeC*)[(k(x)=YES * x~A)A(k(x)= 
NO * x$/l) r\(k(x)~Z*=-(k(x)4 o XEA))], where YES and NO are symbols 
not in C. 
(2) We write A <$(,,Z.i B if A <$B via a reduction k:C*-+C*u{YES, NOf, 
kEFP, satisfying (Vy~Z*)[ll {xEC* I k(x)=y) 1) <f(lyI)]. 
Note that, in the latter part of the above definition, those strings x for which 
k(x)E{YES, NO} do not “count against” the injectivity restriction. 
At times, we will want to argue that there are maps from A to B with certain 
quasi-injectivity properties, but that no such map can be computed quickly. The 
following notion will be useful; it should be compared with Goldsmith’s related notion 
of sets to which both C* and 8 (and thus every set) reduce via reductions that are at 
most polynomially length-increasing (see [6, Lemma 2.2.21). 
Definition 2.5. 
(1) We write A <EriEFfh B if there exist a function k and polynomial p satisfying: 
(a) (VXEC*)[(XEA o k(x)EB)A [k(x)1 <p(lx/)] and 
(b) ~~~~~*~ClI:~~~*l~~~~=y}I/df~lyl~1. 
(2) We write A <~_$_$“gth B if there exist a function k and polynomial p satisfying: 
(a) (Vx~.Z*)[(xd o k(x)EB)A Ik(x))dp(lxl)] and 
(b) (VSEC*)[I/SII<~’ =a /I{x~C*Ik(x)~S}Jldk]. 
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We first look at finite-to-one reductions, and then turn to the study of k-to-k’ 
reductions. The following theorem completely characterizes whetherf(n)z-1 reduci- 
bility is more powerful than g(n)%-1 reducibility. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 proceeds via direct diagonalization and is omitted. The 
following theorem shows that the analog of Theorem 3.1 forf(n)-to-l reductions does 
not hold. 
Theorem 3.2. There are functionsf, gEFP, f; g : Jlr+Jf, and sets A and B such that: 
(1) f(n) < g(n) almost everywhere, 
(2) A ~&n~-to-l B, and 
(3) A <,“$:I_“l”‘” B, yet 
(4) A +$&to-l B. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is a simplified version of the proof of Theorem 3.3, and 
hence is omitted. However, it should be noted that the counterexample described in 
the above theorem can be easily taken to be the case where f (0)=2, g(O)= 1, and 
(Vn31)[f(n)=g(n)=ll. 
Now we turn to our second family of quasi-injective reductions ~ k-to-k’ reductions. 
We will refer to L&I as the base of the k-to-k’ reduction, and k-k’ L&j as the excess of 
the reduction. Intuitively, the base indicates the level of noninjectivity that can be 
tolerated infinitely often, and the excess indicates a cap on the total amount of 
noninjectivity beyond the base level. As an example, a 4-to-2 reduction can be (at 
most) 2-to-1 everywhere, or it can be (at most) 3-to-1 on one range point and (at most) 
l-to-l elsewhere. 
For k-to-k’ reductions with large values of k and k’, the range of possibilities 
expands dramatically. Nonetheless, the notions of base and excess offer a complete 
characterization of the relative strength of k-to-k’ reductions. In the sense made 
formal by Theorem 3.3, a c-to-d reduction is more flexible than an a-to-b reduction 
exactly when the former has a larger base, or, in the case of identical bases, when the 
former has a larger excess. 
Theorem 3.3. Let a, b, c, d E { 1,2,3, . . . 1, c >, d, a B b. Then 
o (3A, B) [A <zt0_d B and A &‘~~eng’h B, yet A $E_,o_b B]. 
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Indeed, in the case where (Lbj < L$J) V [( Lf] = Li] ) A (a - b Lf] < c - d Lf])] does not hold, 
it follows that @“A, B: B and B are infinite) [A GE,~_~B =P A &_bB]. 
Before proving Theorem 3.3, we state and prove a useful lemma. 
Lemma 3.4. Zfg is an a-to-b reduction and Ij S 11 3 b, then /I g- ’ (S) 11 da +( II S )( - b)LfJ. 
Proof. Let S’ be a subset of S of size b such that (t/rn~S’)(Vm’~ 
S-S’)[/Ig-‘(m)~)BIIg-1(m’)~)].Since~~g~’(S’))~~aa,thereisanelementmofS’such 
that Ilg-‘(m)ll<LfJ. So llg-‘(m’)lldLfj for all m’ES-S’. It follows that 
Ils~‘~~~lI=llg~‘~~‘~II+II~~‘~~--S’~I16a+(I1~II-~)Lbl. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. (a) Suppose (Lt] <ii]) V [(/jj =!_$])A (a- bL$] CC-dtfj)]. It 
follows immediately that there is an m0 2 b such that a + (m. - b)Lfj -CC + (m, - d) LSJ. 
Let f : A”-+.M satisfy: 
0 n<n’ *f(n)df(n’), 
. llf-‘(ON =c+(l-d)LSJ> 
l ljfpi(rn)I~ =L$] for 1 dm<m,, and 
0 ilf-‘(m)ll =[:A for marno. 
Clearly, f is uniquely defined and is computable in time polynomial in the size of 
its input. Since Lf] <Lij <c+(l -d)Lsj, f or any set S of size d it holds that 
II f - l(S) II d c + (1 - d) LiJ + (d - 1) L$] = c. Thus, for any set B, f - l(B) &,_d B, as 
certified by polynomial-time reduction j We will construct B= ui,, Bi in stages so 
thatf-‘(B) $z.to_bB, andf-i(B) <~_$J~ength B. Let gl, cr2, . . . be an enumeration of all 
polynomial-time a-to-b reductions2 
Stage 0: Set BO=(O, . . ..mO). 
Stage i: Let m be the largest element of Bi_ 1. 
Choose n such that f(n)EBi- 1 and ai(n)$Bi_ 1. 
If oi(n)>m then set B~=B~_~u{~~(n)+l}~{j~m+l~j~~~(n)-l}, 
else set Bi = Bi _ 1. 
If n can be chosen as described above, then f-‘(B) $z_to_b B. Furthermore, 
f - 1 (B) <Z_$jyh B, by the recursive reduction that is identical tofon elements not in 
f - ’ (B),3 and that maps the y1 th element off - ’ (B) to the rn/Lg] ] th element of B. This 
reduction is “poly-length”, sincefis LbJ -to- 1 almost everywhere, and no two consecut- 
ive elements are in B. 
To prove that n can be chosen as specified above, it suffices to show that for all ia 1, 
Ila,~‘(Bi-i)/i < I( f-‘(Bi-,)I]. Since lIBi-l 11 >mo>b, it follows from Lemma 3.4 and 
*One can construct a list of exponential-time machines that enumerate the &_, reductions. Thus, this 
step is effective; it is not hard to see that the sets B and f-‘(B) will be recursive. 
3 Note that all such elements are greater than m,. 
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our choice of m. that: 
=a+(m0-b)tK +(IIEi-1 II-mo)Lf1 
<c+(m0-4LY +(IIBi-1 II -mo)Lbl 
(e) Suppose (LfJ > L$J ) V [ ( Lg] = LsJ ) A (a - b LfJ 2 c - d LfJ )] We will prove that 
(VA, B : B and Bare infinite) [A &,,_, B * A &_b B]. This proves the theorem, since 
for any sets A and B, if A &o_h B and A <~$~g’h B, then B and B are infinite. 
Suppose A &,,_,, B via reductionf, B and 8 are infinite, andfis not a-to-b. Sincefis 
Ls] -to-l (and therefore Lz] -to-l) almost everywhere and finite-to-one everywhere, there 
exists a finite set X such that (VmEN) [ II f - l(m) - X 11 <LgJ] . To transform f to an 
Lt]-to-1 reduction from A to B, we need only change f on the (finite number of) 
elements in X. Since B and Bare both infinite, it suffices to show thatfis (Lf] - l)-to-l 
almost everywhere. 
This clearly is the case when Lf] >L%]. In the case where (LbJ =Li])A 
(a-btf] >c-dtf]) and b<d, let Y be such that 11 YII =b and IIf-‘(Y)II>a. 
If - as will be the case iffis not (LbJ - 1)-to-l almost everywhere - for infinitely many 
m it holds that /If - l(m) jl aLbJ, then there exists a set Y’ 1 Y such that )I Y’ II = d and 
c 2 jl f - r ( Y’) II > a + (n -b) LEj. Then c - dL%] > a - btf], which contradicts our assump- 
tions. Thus, in this case f is (/_g] - l)-to-l almost everywhere, as desired. In the final 
case, (if] =L$J)A (a-btfj >c-dLfJ) and b>d. In this case, f‘is already an u-to-b 
reduction, since by Lemma 3.4, for any subset Y of size 6, Ilf- ‘( Y) [I Gc+ 
(b-d)L$] <a. This contradicts our assumption thatf is not u-to-b. 0 
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